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After eight months or so of teaching online, there is so much I miss about 
a classroom crammed full of students — the hubbub of the classroom and 
the hush that sometimes falls upon it as I enter, students scurrying to 
their seats, the sounds of pencil cases being unzipped and books being 
opened, the tentative knock of the inevitable stragglers (who invariably 
take the beginning of my lecture as their cue to make a late entry), the 
loud chorus of responses when I ask an obvious question, and the pall of 
silence when I ask tougher ones. I also miss the gaze of the students — the 
gaze bursting with a question, the one of wonder, the one that wanders, 
the one that avoids mine, the gaze that pushes back my certainty that I am 
being understood, that the subject of the class is part of a larger question 
that everyone can formulate and deepen. Today, as I speak at the static 
pro!le pictures or blank boxes in the Zoom gallery view, and not a sound 
can be heard for most of the class, I yearn for the communicative events 
that my classes were.

But that is not all that I miss. In an Indian university, especially one 
like Jawaharlal Nehru University, whose students are drawn from literally 
every corner of this linguistically hyper- diverse country, not every student 
has a verbal repertoire that includes "uent English, the primary language 
I must employ in the classroom. Many of these silences in my online class-
room are signi!ers of exclusion—an exclusion that demands the excluded 
see the plurality of their own linguistic repertoires as a problem not a 
resource. And that the university’s “solution” to this problem through a 
strategy of remedialization of English is legitimate because the university’s 
ethos is a monolingual one, and its ruling ideology one of monolingualiza-
tion. The of" ine classroom I long to return to is sustained by the “commu-
nities of practice” of teaching each other that students build among them-
selves, in which students with competence in these excluded languages (or 
in ones that link to them) as well as English teach those whom I cannot 
reach. It is on the backs of these acts of learning solidarity, and the constant 
awareness of the other languages, that my university’s much- vaunted claims 
of inclusion have been built, and it is in the displacement of that community 
wrought by the pandemic that the university has dissolved.

As the months wear on, and India’s fascist government makes alarm-
ing strides in instrumentalizing a single strand of RNA to enforce a per-
manent state of exclusion in the Indian higher education system via its 
New Education Policy, nostalgia may proffer some emotional relief, but 
it does not set the agenda for a future that undoes the inequities of the 
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past. Although Indian academics have long been critical of the deleterious 
effects of English as the sole language of the university and the colonial 
etiology of that idea, the dominant tendency has been one that thinks in 
terms of translation of texts and other initiatives that facilitate a more ef!-
cient segue to English, whose primacy as the only “meaningful” language 
of the university remains unchallenged by the process.

What if we were to reimagine the Indian university as one where peda-
gogy recognizes the diverse richness of its linguistic landscape? What would 
we need to change? For one, a conversation about the various languages 
in the class and their comparative status would have to be had. For most 
Indians, this is far from an easy conversation, as we are given to name only 
one of the ecology of languages that we inhabit as the standard- bearers of 
our identities. We name not all the languages we know and use but just the 
communities we wish to be seen as allied with, thereby participating in the 
denigration of all the other languages in our ecology. We are mostly acces-
sories to governmental practices that use language names as labels that con-
ceal the existence of hundreds of other languages — Magahi under Hindi, 
Hajong under Bangla, Badaga under Kannada, and millions of speakers of 
unnamed “other” languages under every one of the 121 of!cially recog-
nized languages of the Indian Union. A conversation about the different 
ecologies that our various languages live in is the necessary prelude to even 
begin considering the ways that the informal learning solidarities that we 
have so far relied on can begin to be given institutional recognition.

The university is also the only educational space in India whose pro-
grams allow—indeed require—its constituents to transcend the bounds 
set by its of!cial medium of instruction, as the research enterprise nec-
essarily assumes the existence of India’s other languages, even though 
that’s primarily because the “researched” cannot be presumed to speak 
only in the languages of power. There is currently no acknowledgment 
that virtually every research project, particularly in the humanities and 
social sciences in India, is simultaneously an exercise in translation/tran-
screation. So little about that process, its audience(s), and its objectives 
feeds into pedagogy or syllabi about research methods, techniques, or 
ethics, and there is no questioning of why the rendering of the research 
experience into English is necessarily predicated on a near- total erasure 
of the original language. Given that most Indian languages either do not 
have a script or are otherwise not written down,  could the university not 
become the !rst place where they !rst begin to be, by building cultures of 
collaboration among speech communities within and without the univer-
sity? So reconceptualized, the university would be an important stop in 
each student’s multilingual journey, moving her beyond a self that anchors 
identity to one language to one in which linguistic pluralism and diversity 
is forever nurtured.
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